Field placement offers social work experience

by Van Birkard

“...in field placement you can apply all of your classroom knowledge to actual cases.”

— Al Durgin

Placement is definitely a great confidence builder. Placement students are graded on a subjective basis. Performance, attitude, and the ability to handle a case are the things we're interested in giving the final grade,” Joiner said.

Al Durgin, director of the social work field placement program and of the field placement students.

Field placement is a nine-hour class required of all social work majors in their last semester at Harding. They work at one of 14 social service agencies in Arkansas.

“At this point, the social work program is affiliated with social service agencies that offer services in mental health, public welfare, school social work and family services,” said Charles Joiner, director of the social work program and of the field placement students.

The field placement experience is designed in such a way so as to make the student seem as if he were working as a paid professional, Joiner said.

“We make field placement as realistic as possible. We want the student to experience what the professional social worker goes through every day, and the best way is to make him work at an agency on a daily basis for the entire semester,” explained Mary Shock, assistant professor of social work.

One requirement of field placement is that a total of 450 hours be logged at the agency where the student works. Durgin added, “You have to work at least 8 hours a day, but a lot of times more hours are necessary.”

Karen Scharnagel, one of 12 placement students, remarked, “The first few days at the mental health center I felt like I was disrupting the counseling sessions I would sit in on, but I began to feel more confident as the days went along.”

College Bowl team places 7th in regional

Harding University’s College Bowl team finished seventh in the Region 12 tournament held at Tusla, Okla., last weekend. The tournament, won by Tulane, consisted of 13 teams from Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas.

Harding’s team, the TV Monitors, Larry Lang, Dr. Dennis Organ and Dr. Fred Jewell,drove most of the day Friday in order to participate in the Saturday competition. They were housed by members of the church of Christ at A & M.

The double-elimination tournament found Harding “very competitive.” After a first round bye, Harding took on the powerful Tulane squad and lost in the regional tournament.

Next in what Dr. Organ described as “the upset of the tournament,” Harding defeated Baylor University. Ultimately, the last team, Texas A & M, eliminated Harding from the event.

Harding’s starting team consisted of Lynn Carter, Jon Sherrod, Joel Ragland and Rick Foster. Eugene Smith went as the alternate and participated in one of the matches.

Philip Gould and Wade Huffman also made the trip and were involved in the team’s many practice sessions. Because of his testing schedule, Jeff McKennie was not able to attend the competition.

“We were very happy with the outcome,” said Dr. Organ of the competition. “We didn’t really know what to expect competition-wise. We’ll know better next year. Our knowledge was as good as anyone’s, but we were a little slower in answering. However, I was really proud of the team. They represented the school very well.”

The College Bowl, deemed “the varsity sport of the mind,” will hold its national tournament in March. Tulane, which beat the University of Texas in the finals, will represent Region 13 at Charlotte, N.C.

Harding’s College Bowl sponsors, once again, wish to thank all of the students who participated in the program and have hopes for even more success next year.

College Bowl team places 7th in regional

by Karen O'Donaghue

Harding’s Concert Band tour will be Feb. 16-17 and will include performances at Harding Academy in Memphis, Marion High School, Augusta Middle School, Wynne High School and McCreary High School.

Selections for the tour will include two tapes, as well as a variety of other musical arrangements.

At 20 the Band will conduct a concert at 7 p.m. in the Benson Auditorium. It will be an annual outdoor concert for University students, Youth Forum Concert and a concert with all Harding choruses.

The Concert Band will have 52 members, 22 of which perform in the Stage Band.

The Stage Band’s student director is Mark Tutchen, a senior music major from Gainesville, Fla.

The Pep Band, which consists of 30 members, is directed by Jan Sykes, a junior from Paris, Texas. Dr. Baggett, director of Harding’s bands since 1954, said, “Both Jan and Mark are extremely talented and do excellent jobs with the various ensembles.”

The Pep Band will be on tour to Corpus Christi, Texas, March 25-26 to do a preview show of Spring Sing selections. The Stage Band will also play all numbers for the Spring Sing hot and bestes, as well as in all additional numbers.

The Pep Band plays for all Harding basketball and football games and on March 2 will play for the fourth consecutive year on the CBCA (Civilian Blind and Handicapped) Bowling Team.

Ground-breaking...

New Business building construction is expected to begin in March, page 3.
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Time for positive action on telephone proposal

The Student Association recently conducted a door-to-door survey of residents of Stephens dormitory to get their opinions on the possibility of having individual telephones installed in their rooms.

A responsible 85 percent of the women polled, myself included, gave an emphatic “yes” to the question. Conclusively, the vast majority of Stephens residents want the option of having their own phones in their rooms.

And not only Stephens residents but other students and personnel of the University as well see a need for individual room phones in that dorm. The S.A. poll itself was prompted by what our president Walt Buce said was a “substantial number of inquiries” concerning the phone installation possibility.

A spokesman for the University’s building in its approval that a phone installation proposal for Stephens had been looked into in the past, but, obviously, the effort had failed. Now, however, is the time for some positive action on this matter, and I commend the S.A. for its work on the project thus far.

The S.A. dormitory survey was an excellent start on the project; it established the fact that there is an expressed desire by Stephens residents for individual phones.

As a second step, the S.A. contacted Southwestern Bell to estimate on installation costs and procedures for the proposal. The telephone company is still investigating the costs but said the figure would be under $20,000 to be paid by the University for drilling and wiring and for installing phone jacks.

Individual Stephens residents desiring a room phone would then pay a $30 installation fee and a monthly operational fee of about $10 (the same set-up that now exists in other campus dorms offering room phones).

The need for individual room phones in Stephens is evident. And, due to the diligent efforts of the S.A., concrete details of the installation proposal have been outlined by the telephone company. Still lacking in the proposal, however, is a necessary administrative approval of the project.

Final demands of the proposal could hinder the administration’s approval of it. But, surely, an administration that can raise millions of dollars to construct new buildings can raise a few thousand to install telephone wires in a dormitory and thus fulfill its students’ needs.

If the administration will consider the telephone proposal with an open mind and a bit of sensibility, it will grant its approval. Meanwhile, thanks again, S.A. members, for your months of hard work and research on the project.

—Beth Parker

From the inside looking out .......... Boo Mitchell

Life is funny sometimes …

Some questions:

1. Why is it that using someone else’s menu ticket in Heritage Cafeteria requires payment for any coffee, beer, wine, soft drinks, over-sized or non-alcoholic milk, or over-sized or non-alcoholic juice?

2. How about a request for someone to shave their beard?

3. Does Heritage Cafeteria really believe that green beans are the vegetable of choice at every meal, including breakfast?

4. Why don’t they offer a variety of condiments, dressings, sauces, and toppings?

5. Why is there no quiet place for couples to go?

6. Does Heritage Cafeteria really believe that green beans are the vegetable of choice at every meal, including breakfast? (continued)

7. Why is Heritage Cafeteria so overpriced that you have to order a dozen of anything to get the price for one?

8. Does Heritage Cafeteria really believe that you can’t eat anything but green beans at breakfast?

9. Why don’t they offer a variety of dressings, sauces, and toppings?

10. Why are the prices at Heritage Cafeteria so high that you have to order a dozen of anything to get the price for one?
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Business building underway

Plans for the construction of a new business building are now underway, Dr. David Burks, dean of the School of Business, said. A definite date for the groundbreaking ceremony for the 1.7 million dollar building has not yet been set but will take place around the middle of March, Dr. Burks added.

"We are excited about this facility because it will enable us to do our work in a more efficient way," he said. The Mabee Foundation has offered tremendous financial support to Harding in the construction of this building, and therefore, it is being named the J. Mabee Business Building, Dr. Burks pointed out. The new designer construction will cover 35,000 square feet. The lobby corner will lower 32 feet high with a skylight shelter, and Iron ledge Burks pointed out. planned therefore, it is being named the J. Mabee Business Building. The Mabee Business Building, Dr. Burks described them as "some of the finest in the nation."

A dominant feature of the proposed business building is its classrooms. Dr. Burks described them as "some of the finest in the nation."

Seven horseshoe and circular fan-shaped classrooms have been planned for the new building. These rooms will be constructed in four sitting levels. Long wood tables, with swivel chairs, will line the front edge of each level.

Two of these classrooms are exceptionally large, seating 84 and 91 students in them. There will be a film projection room located between these two classrooms that can be used to show films for general classroom.

Two lecture halls will neighbor each of the buildings with one-way glass between them, enabling each of the rooms to view the other. The one-way glass feature was designed to facilitate group dynamics practices, Dr. Burks said.

One of the best advantages to the new building is that the business faculty will be joined in one single campus location, Dr. Burks said. All School of Business faculty offices will be located on the second floor of the proposed building.

The J. E. Mabee Business Building is scheduled to be completed for the fall semester of 1982. "We're really looking forward to it, getting it started, getting it finished, and getting it paid for," President Clifton Ganus said.

Summer school program and dates are set

Quarterly sessions will be held this summer beginning with the June-July session and continuing through the July-August period. The fall semester is scheduled to begin in late August with the first day of classes set for Aug. 26. Classes will end the following Friday, Aug. 28.

A total of five classes will be offered during the first quarter. The four classes in the spring will be held during the last week of April and the first week of May, with the five classes scheduled to begin during the last week of May and the first week of June.

Mark Anthony's Hair Styling Center

For the professional look in men and women's perms, cuts and frostings.

Located in the Melody Lane Beauty Booths

709 N. Melody Lane 268-9436

HART AUTO SERVICE

Hart is back in business — former alumnus of Harding, willing to serve Harding students with good work at Reasonable Prices.

Tune-ups • Wheel Balance • Exhaust Work Can get the parts you need.

Hart Auto Service also does welding.

We're here to serve you!

268-6887 1154 E. Race

Debaters form CEDA teams win top honors

The Harding Debate Squad is currently developing and expanding its off-topic "CEDA" team (CEDA is an acronym for the Cross Examination Debate Association, which formulates this separate topic). The debaters, working under the direction of Dr. Patrick Garner, are preparing on the topic which resolves that activism in politics by religious groups harms the American political process.

The debate format for the CEDA topic is different than that of a regular National Debate Topic (NDT). CEDA debate does not require the extensive research and preparation that the NDT squad is required to do each semester. In addition this special topic is "always a value question and not a policy question as is the NDT."

This year's NDT resolves that the United States should significantly increase its foreign military commitments. The team is hopeful that this CEDA off-topic debate will open up forensic competition for Harding students who up to now have not had time or opportunity to participate in intercollegiate debate.

Also, this spring's CEDA topic (a new topic is chosen each semester) is of special interest to many students on campus, and the debaters are looking forward to the exchange of ideas with other debaters around the nation, Bob Chandler, a member of the Harding team, said.

Summer school program and dates are set

The Mabee Foundation Forensic Team traveled to the University of Central Arkansas at Conway on Jan. 16 and 17 to participate in the Cadron Valley Forensics Tournament which was attended by schools from Arkansas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, and Missouri.

At Conway, individual event's awards were captured by Greg York (second place in persuasive speaking and first place in ex-temporaneous) Cliff Thompson (second place in poetry) and Bob Chandler (fourth place in ex-temporaneous speaking).

On Jan. 21-24, the debaters attended the 38th Annual Gorilla Debate Tournament, hosted by Pittsburg State University at Pittsburg, Kan. The tournament was attended by over 26 colleges and universities from a five state region.

Bob Chandler was selected as the second ranked speaker in championship debate, and the team of Chandler and Satterfield advanced to the quarter-final round, where they were awarded fourth place.
Teacher education evaluation set for March 22-25 by NCATE

The NCATE (National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education) evaluation for Harding's School of Education is scheduled for March 22-25. Dr. Bobby Coker, dean of the School of Education, has announced.

The evaluation will be done by an NCATE (10-member team comprised of college and university instructors, elementary and secondary teachers, one person from the State Department of Education in Mississippi and one Harding student.

The team chairperson for the evaluation is Mrs. Della Bonner from Creighton University in Omaha, Neb. Mrs. Bonner will be on campus Feb. 27 for a preliminary visit to set up details of the accreditation process.

This will be the School of Education's second NCATE evaluation. The last evaluation was done 10 years ago, NCATE has been on an evaluation period of every 10 years, but has recently changed to an evaluation period of every seven years.

Harding's School of Education first became accredited by NCATE in 1961. The department was organized in 1941.

The NCATE council established a set of guidelines and standards for its colleges and universities to follow. The institution must go through a self-study process, present their education department and write up an institutional report based on the NCATE standards.

"A copy of our School of Education's report can be found in the curriculum lab for anyone who would like to look at it," said Dr. Coker.

In their March evaluation the NCATE team will visit classes, interview students and teachers, as well as go through all of the school's records to see if they are valid.

Following their campus evaluation, the NCATE team will then report to the National Council. The Council will review the report, and evaluation results will be prepared sometime this summer.

"The major advantage to having NCATE accreditation is the reciprocity agreement," Dr. Coker said. "Approximately 150 states have reciprocity agreements with NCATE, and each other based on NCATE. This means if you finish a program in Arkansas accredited by NCATE, you can go to any of the accredited states and be certified to teach. Some states impose additional regulations on the teacher in addition to NCATE.

Another advantage Dr. Coker cited was that the accreditation "helps us develop a minimum quality program."

Dr. Coker also commented that a few changes, such as early field experience starting during the sophomore year and more emphasis on multi-purpose education to introduce students to other cultures and value systems, had come about because of NCATE.

"I really don't think we will have any problem. I've gone through the program standard by standard and we meet NCATE standards," Dr. Coker said.

Harding excels on ACT scores

by Jimmy Allen

The Harding testing office recently released data made on the 1980-81 incoming freshmen that revealed a variety of information. For example, on 760 men and women, took a look at ACT scores and interests.

Dr. Tom Howard, director of the instructional testing, said, "Our students have generally had higher education, and that also affects the kids."

What does all this mean? Dr. Howard explained, "These facts are hard to account for because there are so many variables. For example, you can't just pinpoint reasons to why Harding students average slightly higher than do others. Most, of course, are from Christian homes where the work ethic is taught. Our students' parents have generally had higher education, and that also affects the kids."

Kappa Delta Pi inducts 31

by Janice DeVore, Bobby Forbes, Selinda Galloway, Sheila Hackman, Brenda Hobbs, Terri Hughes, Mark Lay, Paula Lillian, Mike Lyke, Mike Pettis, Lisa Reed, Penny Rine, Alice Ritchie, Rachel Roller, Jackie Simpson, Fred Strasser, Janice Tate, Mary Tucker, Nancy Walker, and Melody Witt.


Kappa Delta Pi is a national honor society for people who are planning a career in education. To be eligible for membership, a student must have at least a 3.0 grade point average and have at least three years of senior or junior year.

New members are Gloria Allen, Michael Bedwell, Suzanne Billing, Lisa Bolding, Ruby Bouzah, Ralph Brewer, Gena Copeland, Cheryl Crockett, Jodi Davidson, Lori Deacon, Janice DeVore, Bobby Forbes, Selinda Galloway, Sheila Hackman, Brenda Hobbs, Terri Hughes, Mark Lay, Paula Lillian, Mike Lyke, Mike Pettis, Lisa Reed, Penny Rine, Alice Ritchie, Rachel Roller, Jackie Simpson, Fred Strasser, Janice Tate, Mary Tucker, Nancy Walker, and Melody Witt.

The Harding chapter of Kappa Delta Pi is Christine Privett, president; Janet Tallman, vice president; Pam Williams, secretary; Ann Haas, treasurer; and Wendy Waterman, historian-reporter.

Play to highlight Spring term

by Cynthia Hooton

Lovers' drama will be in for a treat in the up-coming weeks because the slate is filled with several play productions directed by Harding students and faculty. The productions will include oral interpretations, plays and a musical.

Students directing productions are Mary Ann Ingram, Alpha Chi and have at least a 3.0 grade point average. They said Dr. Joseph Pryor, sponsor of the organization.

Requirements for membership in Alpha Chi are a 3.70 cumulative grade point average on 10 to 10 hours, at least 24 semester hours of which were taken at Harding, or a 3.00 cumulative grade point average on 104 or more hours, at least 24 semester hours of which were taken at Harding. Those inducted were: Garylyn Adams, Ruth Adele Aebi, Carol Carri Austin, Kerin Charles Bishop, Linda C. Blackard, Ronald Bower, April Jean Brasher, Alisa Mynta Britton, Barbara L. Brown, Donald G. Browning, Steven Lynn Combs, Michael R. Cross, Chris Alan Dell, Judy CarolDonelli, Daniel Lewis Flati, Patricia Freeman, Mark Leslie Goodpasture, Ann L. Haas, Jacqueline Harris, Deborah W. Haught, LaJarle M. Hogan, Ruthann Hudson, Terri L. Hughes; Allen K. Hunt, Damon James, Mary Ann Ingram, Elizabeth Jones, James C. Jones, Larry Kee, Karla D. Kel, Loriandra Lane, Renda Rane Leemons, Randall B. Maddox, Connie Sue McAlpin.


Alpha Chi inducts 54

by Linda Ann Roberts

Fifty-four students were inducted into Alpha Chi, national scholastic honor society, Jan. 10, said Dr. Joseph Pryor, sponsor of the organization.

The Harding University chapter of Alpha Chi, national honor society in education, inducted 31 new members on Feb. 26.
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Off-campus housing lends 'feeling of independence'

by Cynthia Hooten

Students at Harding can be divided into two general categories: those living on campus and those living off.

Because the University feels that students profit more from dorm life, they must meet certain age, classification or class load requirements before being allowed to live off campus or in the University-owned apartments.

The reasons students have for leaving the dorm to seek off-campus housing are numerous. "In the dorm there's not a whole lot of privacy," said Stephens resident Karen O'Donaghy from Syracuse, N.Y. "Everyone knows your social life."

"Sometimes you feel like you have to ask permission for everything you do here," said one dorm inhabitant.

In contrast to what may seem like constant room check, curfew and late minutes, the idea of apartment living may seem wonderful.

One of the main advantages of off-campus housing, students claim, is the feeling of independence that goes along with it.

"You have the feeling of being on your own and that you can take care of yourself," said psychology major Debbie Hooten.

"You can cook what and when and if you want - no vending machines," another student said of apartment life.

And there is no room check in off-campus housing.

Apartment living is not without its drawbacks, however. After living off campus for a semester or summer, some students decide to move back into the dorm.

"I missed being around all my friends in the dorm and on campus, so I moved back into Stephens," said senior Jan Pearson.

Those living in apartments may also find themselves feeling isolated from the campus.

"It's easy to lie around and watch TV and do nothing in an apartment," said one former apartment dweller.

"I've met so many more people since I moved into the dorm," said a transfer student. "Living in the apartment, I hardly met anyone."

Another dorm dweller agrees: "You always seem to know what's going on campus and feel like you're a part of it."

Dorm life may also help some people in spiritual matters.

"Living in the dorm helps me with my Christianity," said O'Donaghy. "Off campus you may not think of it as much as you should."

Living on campus, where students may not know who their roommates will be can turn up some "interesting" combinations.

In a room in which one person is from Arkansas and the other from New York, one roommate said, "We laugh at each other all the time. One of us is always saying a word that the other doesn't understand."

Living in the dorm has its disadvantages and many students may choose not to live there. But for those who are living in the dorm and liking it, it makes them feel like being part of a "great big family."
Movie Reviews …………………… Jay Perdue

‘Nine to Five’ offers good humor

There is nothing more sickening than hearing moviegoers, as they leave a bad comedy, relate to one another the film’s few redemptions. They paid for a good time and they’ve been ripped-off. But, either from dense pride or eternal optimism, no one will admit it.

This winter’s barrage of movies contained mostly comedies, most of which were losers. However, standing a head and shoulders (perhaps 3 heads) above the melee of clambering yak-yak films is “Nine to Five.”

“Nine to Five” is what used to be called “adult humor” — before the word “adult” became synonymous with obscene. It has a weird, but witty and wily plot; sometimes predictable and sometimes off-the-wall, “Nine to Five” is always laughable. It is hilarious and unintrusive. It is pleasurable entertainment.

Lily Tomlin is her usual — wacky and simultaneously talented. She acts with a sensitivity that is rather too rare among her contemporary comedienne. Jane Fonda is a bit of a hussy who turns out to be a very easy to get involved in cases,” Durgin said, “especially the ones that involve children. Every child you work with you feel there’s hope for. They have a lot of problems and it’s really easy to get emotionally involved.

“One thing that this experience is teaching me, is discipline,” he continued, “and how not to get so overwhelmed when they first start, but after they leave they will know they have learned something,” Razian said of the overall effect of field placement.

Students gain experience

(Continued from page 1) enjoy this type of work, and I hope I can stay in it.”
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“One thing that this experience is teaching me, is discipline,” he continued, “and how not to get so overwhelmed when they first start, but after they leave they will know they have learned something,” Razian said of the overall effect of field placement.
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Jumpers break record, runners remain strong
by Greg Harst
The Bison track team continues to do well during their indoor season as excellent performances are consistently recorded by several of the team’s athletes, Coach Ted Lloyd said.
Over the past few weeks, scores have indicated that Harding’s track team has proven to be quite superior to teams from other schools, Coach Lloyd pointed out.
In one Bison indoor track meet, two school records were broken in the same event. In the triple jump, Ramneon Padgice set a school record with a jump of 48’4”. A few jumps later, Bruce Baldwin approached the line and leaped for a jump of 48’, re-establishing the school record in the event.
Bison pole vaulter Mike Lynch currently holds the school record with an indoor vault of 15’6”.
The distance runners have always proved to be a strong spot for the team, Coach Lloyd said, with veterans like Carter Lambert, Randy Jackson, and Jerry Harris.
Tommy Sitton, Stan Burnett, Alan Adams and Mark Pickhardt secure the middle distance spots while Keith Herrig and Danny Flat perform in the field events.
Up to this point the Tracksters have proven their capabilities on the track and the possibilities for and AIC crown seem well within the team’s grasp, Coach Lloyd said.

Lowery signs with Harding
Joey Lowery, an all-state selection for the Newport Greyhounds, has signed an Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference letter-of-intent with the Harding Bisons, football coach John Prock announced.
A 6’, 200 lb. offensive tackle-defensive end, Lowery was a three-year standout for Coach Prock’s Greyhound teams.
“Joey is a top-notch athlete with outstanding leadership and versatility,” Prock said. “He’s a complete player capable of going either way, and we plan to utilize his talents as a defensive end-linebacker combination. He’s our first signee and we couldn’t ask for a better one.”
In addition to his all-state honor, Lowery was named co-winner of the Region 2AAA outstanding lineman award. He was a two-year all-conference selection. Last fall the Greyhounds were 9-0-1 and in 1979 they were state semifinalists.
In addition to his athletic achievements, Lowery has served as president of his class for three years, was president of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes and a member of the Future Farmers of America.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Lowery of 2702 Park Avenue, he plans to pursue a major in business at Harding.
Two school records were set as Harding University decisively defeated Henderson State University 81-50 in a dual swim meet here last Friday.

Establishing new marks were freshman Richard Denny in the 50-yard freestyle and sophomore Rick Krug in the 200-yard butterfly. Both swimmers were double winners, Denny also taking the 100-yard freestyle and Krug coming back to win the 500-yard freestyle. The victory ups the Water Buffaloes' dual record to 6-3-1.

Denny, a freshman from Rock Island, Ill., clocked 21.118 in his specialty and 52.44 in the 100-yard event. Krug, a sophomore from Anaheim, Calif., took first place points with a 2:14.22 in the butterfly and a 5:38.70 in the 500-yard freestyle. Other first place finishers for the Bisons were Richard Andrzejewski in the one-meter diving with 293.5 points and Jim Davenport in the three-meter event with a 303.45 point total.

Other first place finishers for the Titans included Terry Massey, who won with a 14:27.90 in the 1000-yard freestyle, and Andrew Batie, who won with a 2:33.80 in the 200-yard backstroke. The water Buffaloes also won both the 400-yard medley and the 400-yard freestyle relay. Clocking 4:43.94, the medley team consisted of Tom Strother, Froehlich, Tim Walker and David Golden.

Sports round-up

by Ron Norwood

After narrowly escaping Galaxy by just four points one week earlier, the Titans ran-sacked Mohicans, 66-59, last Friday night, to claim the large club "A" team championship. Titans built up an early 11-3 lead in a little over seven minutes. Then the Mohawks came charging back, and Phil Hood's layup at the 11:10 mark of the first half cut the margin to two.

But the mighty black scored ten of the next twelve points to pull away and extend their four-year winning streak to 16 games.

In other large club action: Alpha Tau "B" rallied back from a 13-point deficit to beat Sub-T, 41-39; Kappa Sigs claimed the "C" team trophy with a 42-26 blasting of Titans; Kappa Sigs "D" picked up championship honors by walloping Titans, 52-41; and Sub-T "E" outlasted Kappa Sigs, 35-29.

Club basketball-small

The cliffhanger in the men's small club "B" team championship game last Friday night typified the small club action all season long.

The score seesawed until, with 4:44 left in the game, Theta Tau took the lead for keeps. John Gross slipped inside, took the inbounds pass and laid it in for a 29-28 edge. The Knights missed the opportunity for victory when they turned the ball over after Perry had missed the front end of a one-and-one. Perry redeemed himself seconds later when he sank two free throws to ice the game.

Rounding out the small club competition: Theta Tau held off AGO, 47-44, to grab the "A" team title; and Knights squeaked by King's Men, 32-31, to force a final matchup for the "C" team crown.

LET YOUR MONEY MAKE MONEY RIGHT UP TO THE MOMENT YOU USE IT.

"THE MONEY MAKER"

... The New Checking/Savings Plan at First National Bank in Searcy that lets You Write Checks and Earn Interest.

Sign Up at any Convenient FNB Location.

First National Bank
P.O. Box 608 • Searcy, Arkansas 72113
TELEPHONE: 268-4211